Abstract. Using a generalization of Darbo's fixed point theorem, we obtain the existence of global solutions for nonlinear Volterra-type integral equations in Banach spaces. The involved functions are supposed to be continuous only with respect to some variables, integrability or essential boundedness conditions being also imposed. Our result improves the similar result given in [10] (where uniform continuity was required), as well as those referred by the authors of the cited paper. Finally, following the same ideas, the existence of continuous solutions is proved for a Volterra-type retarded integral equation, under less restrictive assumptions than in the others related results in literature.
Introduction
The importance of Volterra-type integral equations in solving various nonlinear problems in science determined many authors to study the existence of (continuous or better) solutions (see e.g. [5] , [6] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] ). Different fixed point theorems were applied in order to obtain the existence results: Darbo's theorem (in [5] ) and a generalization of it (in [10] ), Monch's fixed point theorem (in [9] ) and some Monch-type results (in [12] and [13] ). In the present paper, applying a Darbo's fixed point theorem established in [10] , we obtain the existence of global continuous solutions for the nonlinear Volterra integral equation 
u(t) = \G(t,s)f(s, u(s), ^ k(s, T)U(T)<IT, ^ h(s, r)u(r)c?r\ds. o oo
The setting is that of a separable Banach space and the assumptions made on the operators are much weaker than those made by the previously cited 
LEMMA 1. Let F be a closed convex subset of a Banach space and the operator A : F -> F be continuous with A(F) bounded. Suppose that for the sequence defined for any bounded B C F by
thanks to the continuity of A and, for every n > 2, it follows by induction that Á n (B) = Á n (B), since We will use a property of sequences of integrable functions which can be found in [8] (see also [12] ): THEOREM 4. Assume that E is a Banach space and M C -Z>^([0,1], -£/) is countable with ||u(t)|| < h(t) for all u G M a.e. for some h G X? 1 
o o
In the final part, an existence result will be given for retarded nonlinear Volterra integral equations. In order to do this, we need some basic facts on this type of equations. Let f be a positive number and, following [7] , we define, for each s G [0,1], the function which "contains" as information the history of the system u s : [-r Proof. We follow the ideas of proof of Theorem 3.1 in [10] . In order to simplify the calculation, denote by (Tu)(t) = f0k(t, s)u(s)ds and by
Hi) there exist three positive integrable functions Li(t) such that for any bounded Di C X and any t
G [0,1], 3 a{f{t,D lt D 2 ,D 3 )) < ^Li(t)a(Di). i=1
, u(s), J k(s, T)U(T)CIT, ^ h(s, T)u(T)dr)ds
omaxjl, a, c} that for any R> RQ max{l, a, c},
We claim that A is a continuous operator mapping the closed ball BRQ of C([0,1], X) into itself. Indeed, for any u € C([0,1],X) with ||u||c < Ro, we have
y(s)ds 0 since llT^llc < ARO and H^uHc < CRQ. Therefore
Concerning the continuity, one can see that
By hypothesis i),
whence the continuity of A follows.
We prove now that F = COA(BR0) is equi-continuous. For this, it suffices to show by Lemma 2.1 in [10] , that A(Bji0) is equi-continuous. But
and, by hypothesis i) and iil), this can be made less than some fixed £ for ti,t2 with an appropriately small distance between them. So, the equicontinuity follows. Obviously, A : F -> F is bounded and continuous. Let us prove, by the method of mathematical induction, that for every B C F and any n G N, A N (B) c A(BR0) , so it is bounded and equicontinuous. For n = 1, this is valid, since A(B) c A(F) c A(BR0) . Suppose now that this is true for n-1 and prove it for N:
By Theorem 3, a = sup a (i n (£)(i)) , Vn € N.
Similarly to the second part of the proof of Theorem 3.1 in [10] , one can show that there exist a constant 0 < k < 1 and a positive integer no such that for any B C F, a(A n°( B)) < ka{B).
Let (v n ) be an arbitrary countable subset of A l (B) = A(B).
There exists a sequence (u n ) C B such that v n = Au n . Hypothesis iil) allows us to use Theorem 4 and to obtain that
n}, {(Tnn)(S), n}, {(Sun)(s), n})ds) t <2b\a (/(«, K(s), n}, {(Tu n )(s), n}, {(Su n )(s), n})) ds.
o By hypothesis Hi), it follows that a(K(i),neN}) t < 2b\L 1 o Since the Banach space is separable and the Kuratowski measure of noncompactness is preserved when the set under discussion is replaced by its and so the assertion follows. The rest of the calculus goes as in [10] : for some integer no the evaluation term + C} l(j £ n°~l Mt + • • • + ^^ ° can be made less than 1 and so, by Lemma 1, A has a fixed point, which is a global solution to our equation.
(s)a({u n (s)})

+ L2(s)a({(Tun)(s)}) + L 3 (s)a({(Su n )(s)})ds.
• As a particular case, when G(t,s) = 1 for every t, s G [0,1], one can deduce an existence result for integral equations already studied in literature (see [10] and the references therein). Following the same method, with some minor modifications, the existence of global solutions for nonlinear Volterra retarded integral equations can be obtained. 
Proof. Denote by (Tu)(t) = ¡ t 0k{t,s)u(s)ds.
There is 0 < r < femax
{1|Q}
and Rq > 0 such that for any R> R® max{l, a}, M(R) < rR. 
